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EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION 

IT is more than seventeen years since the issue of 
Sir Henry Rawlinson's .. England and Russia in the 
East" awoke British public opinion to a livelier sense 
of the responsibilities and dangers attaching to our 
tenure of India. At that time it was a far cry from 
Westminster to Calcutta or Simla, and I ndia was a 
comparatively unfamiliar topic; its geography and 
resources were but little known'; the network of 
surveys, topographical, archreological, statistical, and 
economic, was incomplete; and the literature, official, 
journalistic, and miscellaneous, had not attained that 
distinctive character and individual exce)lence which 
have since attracted and interested Englishmen. If it 
were so in the case of Hindostan, public opinion was 
still less enlightened with regard to its contiguous 
regions. The most stupendous mountain range and 
table-land on the face of the earth were indeed known 
to. abut on the northern frontier, and, as history could 
prove, to have secured practical immunity from inva
sion in that direction. But this circumstance seems to 
have lulled us into a mistaken sense of security in 
respect of the western and north-western frontiers, 
which were vaguely imagined to be bounded by equ,lly 
impassable mountains, impracticable deserts, and uncon
querable tribes, which would surely repel the intrusion 

{; 



VIII EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION 

alike of the invaders or defenders of India. Moreover, 
this lack of knowledge was generally shared by high 
and low, and more recently still Englishmen have been 
authoritatively invited to reassure themselves and 
dispel their anxiety by mere consideration of the size 
of the maps of the regions referred to. No doubt thl[: 
tcachings of geography are essential to a comprehen
sion of the Central Asian question, but those of history 
are scarcely less important, and in both respects Sir 
Henry RawIin.on's treatise was so exceptionally able, 
while his conclusions were so striking and convincing, 
that it is not surprising to find a distinguished Russian· 
professor of international law, F. Martens, calling the 
famous "Memorandum" a historical document, .in 
regard to the influence it had on the public mind and 
policy. 

The gravity of the Central Asian question has in no 
sense abated since 1875; nay, it has rather increa,;ed, 
but at the same time it may be said to have entered 
upon new phases. The conquest of the Turcomans 
and the construction of the Trans-Caspian railway, 
while they brought Russia into immediate contact with 
Afghanistan, roused our country to the necessity of 
strictly defining the respective national limits [mm the 
Heri Rud to the Oxus. Again the recent imbroglios on 
tbe Pamir have brought to light doubts and differences 
"'hich similarly can only be settled by mutual agree
ment and local demarcation.. Concurrently with these 
events there has been a vast development of gcO'.;raph
ical knowledge during the past decade and a half 
.... hich has forcibly impressed upon the British mind 
that India's position is continental rather than penin
sular, and that, as ouch, it is amenable to those exigL'1Icies 
to which continental powers find they are subject. 
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\Vhile, therefore, Herr Popowski's work as a recent 
expert analysis of the Central Asian question will 
attract deserved attention, it is probably from the 
standpoint of a Continental observer that his conclu
sions will be most attentively scrutinized. In the", 
accompanying translation these views have called"'r 
editorial comment in but few instances. At the same 
time readers will do well to remember that during the 
two years that have elapsed since the publication of 
"Antagonismus"'much that is noteworthy has happened, 
and it will be impossible to judge of the soundness and 
present applicability of the author's contentions without 
a brief retrospect of the more important events that 
have passed in the interim. 

One of the chief factors in the development of the 
political situation has been the internal condition of 
Afghanistan, which, during the past two years, has been 
undoubtedly very troublous, especially in the little 
known country inhabited by the Hazaras. The 
Hazarajat proper covers an area of 18,000 square 
miles in the heart of Afghanistan, and the Hazaras 
number about half a million souls, divided into eight 
clans, seven of which pay tribute amounting to between 
five and six lakhs of rupees annually to the Amir's 
treasury. The eighth and remaining section, dwelling 
west of the road from Khelat-i-Ghilzai to "Ghazni, is 
said by Leech to number some 20,000 men, but 
as the country has not been explored, very little is 
known as to its present resources. U ruzghan is said to 
form an extensive plain in this region, and to have been 
celebrated from the days of Rustam up to the present 

I The German title of this b':)Qk is AniagolU's7nUS tier Engli.Hht1' 
una RllSSisd~1l intL'YfSUn il' Asia" Eine Alililiir.polilisdu: s/udit!. 
Vienna. IVilltdm Frick. JS90- • 
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day as a breeding-ground for h/)rses. Valuable lead 
mines exist in the country, which enable the inhabi
tants to manufacture and export bullet., though their 
principal occupation is cattle-grazing. The Hazaras 
are ex.ceedingly hospitable and friendly to strangers, 
especially to priests and doctors, and they enjoy a great 
reputation for powers of divination. 

In the summer of 1890 the Amir despatched troops 
into that portion of the Hazarajat which lies in the 
Upper Helmand Valley, to enforce hj~ revenue dues; 
and in the discharge of this mission, which appears to 
have dragged on through two dreary years, the Afghan 
soldiery were guilty of excesses and cruelty against the 
inabitants, their women and children. This treatment 
drovetheUruzghan section of the Hazaras into revolt, and 
the rising subsequently spread throu;;:h the wild and bleak 
uplands which fonn the home of their fellow-tribesmen. 
It is impossible to arrive at an exact idea of the course 
of the rebellion from the vague and often biassed 
rumours which have reached u. vid Cabul or Candahar, 
but it is clear that the Hazaras offered, a desperate 
resistance, that their cause elicited wide and active 
sympathy among their brethren ; that success was in 
no way confined to one side or the other; and that the 
anxieties of the Amir's situation were so serious that, 
in consequence, he declared himself unable (probably 
in all good faith) to receive a mission from the Viceroy 
to discuss the various important que5tion~ pendi~g 

between the two countries. The ad,"ent of the winter 
of 1892-3 appears to have caused a temporary su'pen
sion of ho;tilities, and recently intelligence has been 
rece;"ed or tbe entire pacification of the country, a 
welcome piece of news that will not improbably con
duce to closer relations betw;;en Af:;hanistan and India. 
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Although we are without precise data as to these 
events in the more remote parts of Afghanistan, we do 
not lack information respecting the capital and its ruler. 
Of late, in particular, Abdurrahman has shown a 
growing appreciation of some of the benefits of 
\Vestern civilization, and has appointed a Calcutta firm, 
Messrs. Walsh, Lovett, and Co., as his agents. Two. 
members of the firm (Messrs. C. W. Walsh and F~ A. 
Martin) have visited Cabul at Abdurrahman's invita
tion, and found him very friendly. The Amir expressed 
himself wel! satisfied with the machinery supplied for 
his workshops, and with the admirable manner in which 
the European employes had set it up. Minting, car
tridge-making, cannon - founding, and barrel- rifling 
machinery are in ful! swing, and there are also machines 
for making swords, boots, weaving, saw-mills, and flour
mills, affording altogether employment for about 2,500 
Afghan workmen and fifty natives of India. Messrs. 
Walsh and Martin say that nothing could have been 
more warmly loyal than the Amir's public expres~ions 
of his friendly feelings towards the British Govern
ment. He also professed his extreme desire to increase 
trade with India. It would be easy to reply that these 
amiable expressions have not always borne fruit, as, for 
example, in the petition of . the tea-planters in the 
North-West for a reduction of tea duties in Afghanis
tan, and in similar appeals in respect of the trade which 
enters Candahar by way of the Sind-Pishin railway. 
We must, however, beware of judging the despotic 
ruler of a half-savage Eastern race by too exacting a 
standard, and allowance must be made for the lack of 
roads and bridges, and the want of organization among 
the officials. In the meantime it is interesting to learn 
that the British Mahommedan agent at Cabul is treated 
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more favourably than his predecessors, and lives in a 
style not unbelitting our representative. He rides 
about in Cabul on a richly caparisoned horse, with a 
dozen orderlies, all conspicuous by the silver-mounted 
harness of their steeds. He is noted for his generosity, 
a trait likely to appeal to the full to the impressionable 
Oriental. An English doctor is in charge of the dis
pensaries, and, in spite of some recent departures, there 
are still several English engineers ant? skilled artisans 
in Cabul, engaged under the Amir's personal auspices. 
Mr. Clemens is superintendent of the Amir'. stud;' 
mining operations have been instituted under the direc
tion of Mr. A. Collins, mining engineer, and :'vIr. Pyne, 
who is the doyen of the little English colony in Cabul, 
and has been. there eight years, is in charge of the 
workshops. Next year it is anticipated that the Amir 
will start a paper mill, and later on he purposes to 
engage a professional wine maker from Europe to try 
his hand at the Cabul grapes. Lastly, but not Jeastly, 
it is reported that Abdurrahman contemplates laying 
down an experimental railway, thirteen miles in length, 
for the purpose of deporting the refuse of the city of 
Cabul and hringing back marble for building purpos<."5. 
Mr. Pyne has given us, in the pages of Tne Civil and 
.Military Gazette, an interesting per30nal sketch of the 
Amir. Mr. Pyne has no doubt in his own mind of the 
Amir's entire fidelity to the British allian<:e, and that 
the visit which Abdurrahman· contemplated paying to 
England would have had an immense effect in expand
ing bis Highness's ideas on the subject of railways and 
tbe resoo~rces of ciVIlization ge'nerally. The latter pays 
keen attention to business details, but nevertheless it is 
not an unknown circumstance in Cabul (any more than 
in certai.'1 more highly organized Sta!:f.:::; nearer home) 
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for documents to be issued at times, bearing the! seal of 
the ruler, of whose contents or existence the latter is 
ignorant. Mr. Pyne thinks a meeting, say at Peshawar, 
between the Viceroy and the Amir, would do much to 
'clear up any possible source of misunderstanding, and 
cement the friendship between the two nations. 

There is no reason, so far as can be judged by an 
outside observer, to impute undue favouritism or 
optimism to these reflections. Considering the very 
imperfect and irregular means of diplomatic communi
cation between the Amir and the Indian Government, 
and the endless troubles which have arisen and must 
necessarily arise, at one time with Russia, at anot.her 
with Kafiristan, Chitral, Bajaur, or other neighbouring 
states and tribes possessing varying shades of indepen
dence, or with our own frontier officials, it is surprising 
that more ground for estrange ment does not crop up 
between the two nations. 

One of these frontier difficulties concerned Umra 
Khan of Chandawul, in Bajaur, a chief possessing 
considerable force of character and resolution, and. 
owning supremacy in a fine, extensive, and populous 
vaJley of a pastoral character, a little way north of the 
Khyber Pass. Bajaur is not subject to the Cabul 
Government, and has only paid tribute when forced to 
do so, so it is easily conceivable that the relations 
between the two States were not of the most cordial 
nature. Hostilities between the Amir and Umra Khan 
appear to have been on the point of breaking out in 
1838, and at the beginning of last year (1892) Umra 
Khan ousted the young Khan of Asmar, an important 
village on the banks of the Kunar, a little to the north
west of Bajaur. The sister of the Khan was betrothed 
to the son of the Amir, who thereupon deputed his 
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general, Gholam Haidar Khan, to lead troop. against 
Asmar, which was captured shortly afterward.. There
upon the Amir and his general conceived the idea of 
carrying their conquests further east and annexing 
Bajaur. itself, but this project could in no way be 
sanctioned by the Government of India, who forthwith 
conveyed a warning to the Amir, as well as to Gholarn 
Haidar, informing them in unmistakable terms that no 
interference with Bajaur could be permitted. These 
movements on the part of the Amir, coupled with the 
activity of some of his emissaries in Waziri5tan 
and ncar the Gamul Pass, appear to have conveyed the 
impression that his Highness was bent on a wholesale 
forward policy, with the object of bringing under control 
the independent States between Afghanistan and the 
British frontier. His reply, too, about Bajaur is said to 
have been touched in a tone the reverse of submissive; 
but, so far as can be seen, there are no signs of any 
further aggressive projects, or of any disposition to oppose 
the wishes of the Indian Government. 

Northward of Bajaur the British frontier official. have 
been confronted with more serious difficulties. Our 
isolated post at Gilgit has often been menaced by 
neighbouring mountain tribes, while its proximity to 
Russian territory invests it with obvious imp')rtance. 
Towards the close of 1891 the British Government 
determined to improve the road thither as well as the 
route running northward as far as ChaIt on the confines 
of Hunza-Nagar. This latter proceeding was resented 
by the Hunza-Sagar tribesmen, who had long main
tained a defiant attitude, and hostilities ensued. The 
brilliant I"'pture of Nilt and Miyan which foilowed are 
too recent to need recapitulation; suffice it to say that 
they fully bore up the reputation of our soldkrs for 
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daring and resource, and that in aJew weeks the Hunza 
chief was in full flight, and the secluded refuge of these 
notorious man-stealers and brigands was at our mercy. 
The British Government, however, magnanimously 
abstained from punishing the H IInza-Nagaris who had 
borne arms against us, and a native ruler, the half
brother of the deposed chief, was formally installed as 
Thum, or Rajah, in the presence of a Chinese envoy 
from Kashgar, who had been invited to witness the 
ceremony. This event, from a military and political 
point of view, was very important, for it established our 
supremacy in a difficult and quasi-independent region 
whither the Russian explorer Grombtchevsky had pene
trated by the comparatively easy Kilik Passacross th~_ 
Muztagh range iii~lgS8;--Grombtchevsky's reception by 
the Thun! was friendly, a circumstance of some sigl)ifi
cance when we remember that that of our own envoy, 
Sir William Lockhart, was of a very different character; 
in fact, he and his compa'nion, Colonel Woodthorpe, 
were in some personal danger during their sojourn there. 
It can hardly be supposed, therefore, that the submission 
of the country to our arms in 1891-2 was pleasing to 
the Ru~sians, and our successful coup was soon to be 
anslVered by a counter-move on the Pamirs. 

The territorial rights of England, Afghanistan, Russia 
and China were a matter of considerable uncertainty in 
this direction. The Russian view' that since the annex
ation of Khokand in ~ 1878 the Pa,mir question has 
remained opcn, ignores the arrangement of 1873 (which' 

, virtually recognized the Upper Oxus as the northern 
boundary of Afghanistan) and may be consequently 
dismissed as untenable. At the same time it is rather 

I Set forth in tlle T'JrluSfan GaJir:-tl~ of the 20th September. 
See the London TifMS of the 'atb October, 1892. 
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movements are rigidly controlled from head-quarters. 
But the radical difference in the practice of the two 
countries must be steadfastly borne in mind if we are 
to form a clear and dispassionate judgment on the 
probable future of the Centrdl Asian question. 

There was but little surprise, therefore, when news 
arrived in July, 1892, that a Ru.osian detachment of a 
still stronger character had appeared at Akta.h, on the 
eastern Pamir. This turned out to be a considerable 
force, composed of infantry, Cossacks, and artillery, and 
reinforced before starting by numerous volunteers, 
including scientific men. The expedition left :-.'ew 
Marghilan on June 14th, and after overcoming great 
physical obstacles arrived at Aktash, but on hearing of 
the presence of a large body of Afghans at Somatash 
on the Alichur Pamir, Colonel Yanoff and his men 
proceeded thither. As might be expected, a collision 
between Russians and Afghans promptly ensued, in 
which nine Afghans were killed and two wounded. The 
Russian loss is said to have been one killed and two 
wounded. The Tzar again expressed his annoyance at 
Colonel Yano/rs proceedings, but the Indian Govern
ment, with a judicious appreciation of the danger of the 
situation, promptly ordered a substantial reinf<~rcement 
of the Gilgit garrison. The latter step was, however, 
of a purely defensive character, and in any case was too 
late to exercise any influence over the movements of 
the Russians, who, after U demonstrating" in three 
separate detachments, viz., in the Alichuc Valley, so as 
to overawe Shignan, at Langar-kisht, by the foot of the 
Hindu-Kush range, and near Tash-kurghan and the 
Taghdumbash Pamir in the ea;;t, returned to :',[arghilan 
on the 3cd October. Detached picket., amounting in 
all to about 165 men, were left at various selected point. 
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in the Pamirs, and these troops appear to have passed 
the winter of 1892-3 in this quasi-Arctic region with· 
no serious hurt. Indeed it is obvious from this and 
from the rapidity of Colonel Yanoff's movements that 
the difficulties attending the transport, supplies and 
organization of a force, including Cossacks and artillery, 
in these elevated regions have been practically and 
successfully overcome. The strategic importance of 
this, in connection with the defence of India, can hardly 
be overrated. 

In the meantime an event occurred on the southern 
side of the Hindu Kush which indirectly will, no doubt, 
conduce to the increased security of our frontier. In 
August last Aman-ul-Mulk, the old Mehtar of Chitra!, 
died. Since the British occupation of Gilgit and the 
activity displayed by recent Russian reconnoitring 
expeditions in the valley of the Upper Oxus, Chitral has 
become a post of military importance, commanding as 
it does a group of passes leading across what has been 
aptly termed the physical bulwark of India on the north
west. Through Chitral also there runs a road from J elala
bad, which the Amir has been desirous of opening up as 
a trade route with his province ofBadakhshan. This pro
ject of the Amir, hqwever, excited great uneasiness in 
Chitral, and the aid of the paramount Power was 
invoked to protect the independence of the State. The 
death of the Mehtar thus found our frontier officials on 
the alert, but for the nonce the succession was effected 
tranquilly. Afzul-ul-Mulk, the younger son, took 
possession of the arsenal and treasury, and was accepted 
as ruler by the inhabitants, while the elder brother, 
Nizam-ul-Illulk, Governor of Yassin, fled and. took 
refuge with our officers at Gilgit. Afzul's reign, how
ever, was of short duration. His uncle, Sher Afzul 
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Khan, a refugee in Badakhshan, collected some hundred 
Chitrali slaves and a handful of A fghans, crossed 
the Do Rahah (Dora) Pass, and having captured two 
small forts, surprised Chitral, and made himself 
master of the capital, Afzul being shot while attempt
ing to escape. This violent usurpation incensed the 
Nizam-ul-Mulk at Gilgit, and mustering a strong body 
of followers, he promptly marched through Vassin and 
Mastuj, the inhabitants of which rose in his favour, and 
entered Chitral without opposition, the usurping uncle 
taking refuge in flight and not daring even to face the 
vengeance of his victim's brother. Since the N izam-ul 
Mulk's accession he bids fair to become a better ruler 
than was originally anticipated. He has entered into 
communications with the authorities at Gilgit with the 
view to the permanent location of a British officer, as 
representative at his court, in lieu of the native agent 
hitherto accredited there, and Dr. Robert~on is expected 
to take up the duties as ResidenL Dr. Robertson's 
great experience of frontier politics in Gilgit and 
Hunza, as well as his recent adventurous journey through 
Kafiristan, mark him out as possessed of UlIique qualifi
cations for this important posL 

Viewing, therefore. the general course of events during 
the past three years, we see that while Russia has 
strengthened her communications from Sarakh. to 
Zulfikar, and at various other points along the Afghan 
border, her main activity has been displayed on the 
Pamirs and on the northern slopes of the Hir.uu Ku,h, 
where the uncertainty attaching to the exact interpreta
tion of th" international arrangement of 18i2-3 has 
supplied a more or less o.;ttnsible excuse for a::g'res3ion. 
A proposal for a mLxed co:nmi .. ion to demarcate the 
region in dispute has inded been mooted, and is under-
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stood to be favourably viewed by b,bth the great Pow~rs, 
but until we are assured of the 'I Amir's' agreement, 
any such delimitation will lack ol~e of the most vital 
guarantees for its due observance. It is a matter of 
congratulation that in Hunza-Nal:;..r and Chitra! our 
position is stronger than it was ~ but after all it is 
Afghanistan itself that forms the ~ey of the situation, 
and a frank persona! interview b'ctween its' ruler and 
that of India becomes more urgeht as time goes on, 
and the unsettled condition of thinb affords temptation 
to a fresh Russian expedition to t:~ke the field. Such 
an interview will do more than an){thing else to enable 
England and Russia to arrive at sbme final adjustment 
of the still outstanding difficulties ~f the Central Asian . , 
question. i 

i 

A few words are necessary ~especting the map 
which accompanies the present volume. While the 
western part is based on the last official British map of 
Afghanistan, in which were incorporated the extensive 
surveys and reconnaissances executed during the Afghan 
boundary commission, care has been taken to embody 
!lumerOUB detached and recent surveys of importance, 
wherever these enter into the area of delimitation. This 
is particularly the case along the line of the Hindu 
Kush, where geographical research has been so especially 
busy during the last few years. The northern part is 
taken from the last Russian official map of Turkestan, 
the information in which, so far as it relates to extra
British territo'ry) is, or course, far superior to our own 
data. Mr. J. Bolton, of 1I1r: Stanford's geographical 
establishment, has spared no pains in the collection and 
harmonization of materials, and on the whole, it is··_ 
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hoped that it will be (ound to be the best map hitherto 
published of the regipn under discussion. 

Stated in detail, the principal maps used in its con
struction are the folI~wing:-

, I 
On the British side, th~ sheets or lhe Indian Atlas, on the scale 

of 4 miles to r iJIch ; the\ Trans-frontier map' of the Great Trigo
nometrical Survey of India, on the scaJe of 16 miles to I inch; the 
map or Hund .. and Mohyul by :.t .. srs. RyaU and Kinney, the 
Pundits, &c.,. on the schIe of 8 miles to the inch j the map of 
Astor and Gilgit, by Li~t.-CoIon.1 Tanner, scale 4 miles to the 
inch; map of the Upper! OXU5 Valley, by :.tr. Hennes,ey, scale 
12 miles to I inch; par~ of Hazara and adjacent independent 
territory, by Capt. W~b, R.E., scale '2 miles to , incb j Dr. 
Leitner's map of Dardistan, 1877, scale 16 miles to the inch; the 
above-mentioned map ot Afghanistan, in four Iheet .. by Major 
Gore, R.E., scale 24 miles to the inch; and Major Holdich'l 
boundary map of Norl,h-Western Afghanistan, scale 4 miles 
to I inch.. '. 

On the Russian side, the Russian Staff map 0( Central ~ja., 
scale 10 versts 10 I inch; and map or the Amu Daria, by A. 
Bolchev, scale JO versts to the inch. 

The following are the chief' sketches and mute surveyl from 
which the intervening territory bas been compiled :-

Map of Central Asia in Supplementary Papers of the Royal 
Geo61'3phica1 Society, J884, illustrating Mr. Delmar Mr.>rgan's 
paper; map of Chinese Turlriitan, inustrating ){r. CanTs paper 
in the PnxreJj"P or the R.G.S., December J 837, and fiupj>!e
mentary Papers, 18<}o; map illustrating CapJain Yo~nghu.band'. 
paper in the Proceedings of the R.G.S. for April, J 892; map or 
?L Dauvergne's esplorations in the Bulletin of the P • ..;. Geo
graphical Society and Bogdan""itch's map of the P.min in the 
Proceedings of the Russian Imperial Geographical Society, 
reduced and connected with the results of the .. ork or M. 
Dauvergne and other explorers by llr. H. Sharha", of the Royal 
Geographical Society. 

CHAkLES E. D. BLACK.. 
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